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The simplicity in the past everyday-life has 
come to an end. During the 20th centu-
ry, inventions and machines has given us 
shorter distances between people than 
ever before; our planet is not enough. 
Nowadays, globalisation is so present, the 
local is rare; though, this is the western-
er’s reality. But India has another reality. 
Through our mapping of the old city of 
Ahmedabad, we got to know the people 
very well. How they live, what they do, who 
they are. The local products are celebrated 
and used in a larger scale than in the West, 
offered through local markets. However, 
technology from abroad has entered the 
society, with smart phones that dominates. 
But India is also a country of traditions. 
What your parents are is what you yourself 
will be. Or at least that’s how it was. Now-
adays, when English is wider spoken and 
almost all children are going to school, new 
possibilities are growing in the society. 

To travel from Sweden to India takes 
around 12 hours, compared to several days 
or weeks 100 years ago. India has been fa-
mous among backpackers for many years 
now, especially for the cultural clash that 
appears. However, Ahmedabad is not a hot 
spot for backpackers. On the other hand, 
the city has potential. With B.V. Doshi’s 
recent Pritzker prize award, a small boom 
in the interest of Ahmedabad might oc-
cur. The architecture in and around Ah-
medabad can’t be neglected, as well as 
other attractions. But, despite hotels and 
guest houses, there aren’t many hostels: 
the accommodation backpackers prefer.

Ahmedabad is full of tourist attractions 
and has the potential of attracting people 
from all over the world. But the city is so 
much more, where non-touristic experienc-
es are among the most important aspects 
of its genuineness.

Market sellers

- Get a better weather-proof
position

- Improve comfort and market
display

- Providing the backpackers with
the Indian experience they are out
for. Get western influences in
exchange.

Informal inhabitants

- Improve their living conditions

- Create an economic sustainable
situation.

- Allow interactions to take place
as well as adapting techniques 
and knowledge from other 
cutures and countries.

- Acts as a LINK between the 
back-packers and market sellers. 
Common spaces are handled by 
this group.

Backpackers

- Access to accommodation in 
the heart of an old Indian city,
away from mass tourism

- Make them come closer to Indi-
an culture and everyday-life.

- Needs PRIVATE spaces, due to
India’s intense nature and intru-
sion on your space.

Actors
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Ahmedabad’s position in India

City map with key attractions scale 1/20 000
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The site is defined by a wall, a busy road 
and housing units. The traffic is intense and 
noise is coming from all around. The site 
is mainly used by a market that has been 
there for generations, where people sell 
fresh vegetables. Different niched markets 
are nearby, as well as the Manek Chowk 
square and the famous Jumma Masjid 
Mosque. The climate is hot and despite 
from some trees, no shade is provided. The 
market sellers mainly use parasols to give 
themselves shelter, but nothing is perma-
nent. Also, some of the sellers lives on the 
market in tents, though they can’t afford to 
move elsewhere, near the market.

An abandoned governmental plot is placed 
on the site, behind a wall where the market 
sellers position themselves. A part of the 
plot is used by children as a playground, 
the rest is made for spontaneous parking.

Site condition Shadows

Weather condition
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Summer solstice

Equinox

Winter solstice

Shadows over a year

Area with lack of shadowSite and user space scale 1/1000

Old city map scale 1/5000 Reclaimed area

Market occupation and circulation

Wind direction in percent

Wind speed in km/h



The analysis is based on how backpack-
ers could interact with the people of the 
market in Ahmedabad. This could be done 
by investigating coming eating hours. By 
creating possible scenarios including the 
backpackers, the desired spaces could be 
design further on in the process. By build-
ing models, these spaces could be inves-
tigated, questioned and redeveloped over 
again.

Sections where also a helpful tool to inves-
tigate relationships between spaces and 
the existing, even across Danapith road. 
How could sunshade and the building’s 
structure communicate with the common 
people of the market? How is it improving 
the living conditions for every user?

The part of the design is that is should be 
able to be built. With the help of NGO’s like 
PRAYAS, IHF and Terre Des Hommes Core, 
a crowdfunding could collect enough mon-
ey to realise the project.

I took plenty of inspiration from the con-
text and how especially windows and oth-
er openings are displayed and used. Many 
kinds of windows occur and they
could all be represented in the building.                 

Indian elements such as the otla, a so-
cial platform should also be present since 
people in these contexts tend to be much 
more social than Westerners. There are 
different kinds of them, and the street also 
serves as a transformative space, that de-
pends more on the surrounding context 
than the actual use of the street. For ex-
ample, it could be used for parking, play-
ground or a market.

Low otla for feeding cows

WindowsElements

Otla, a social meeting space

Street as parking

Street as a playground
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Photo collage of wall 

Folding doors

Fabric market morning time Tent sleepers on site

Engagement process narrative

Traffic and market relation

Caged windows

Framed shaded windows

False balcony

Brick or concrete screens

Variations in facade

NGO’s 
like PRAYAS, IHF, Terre des Hommes Core

Crowdfunding

Construction

Income
from temporary users

Circular economy

Problem de�nition

Spread the word



The design came from the users and how 
the narrow site is shaped. Here, the shad-
ows are of significant importance, where 
the market actually needs to be situated. 
To improve the market, the building will be 
“hoovering” above the market to create a 
better user experience and market seller 
condition. To gradually increase the mar-
ket’s height, the relationship with the busy 
Danapith road is more open and less ag-
gressive.

It makes no sense to get rid of trees that 
are actually providing the shade that is so 
precious on the site. Instead, the building 
is adapting to them, bending around them 
like a snake. To fit the program, the build-
ing is extending towards the housing unit 
as the site allows it to grow wider, close to 
the big tree. Here, the circulation meets in 
a “triangle”, where also many people can 
interact, a suitable spot for a larger com-
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Process
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Plan sketch

Sketch section north to south,  1/100

Parti Process models

Sketch section east to west scale 1/200

scale 1/100

Adapting to site relations

Holes for trees

Enhanced shape for better relations

Volume on site
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Design
PUBLIC

Market

Venue

COMMON

Kitchen/transit zones

Living spaces

Common roof

PRIVATE

Restrooms

Dormitory

Sleeping spaces

OTHER

Stairs

Laundry/recycling
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Social interaction collage

Program diagram

Social spaces in between sleeping spaces

Playground kept and improved
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Elevation north

Long section east to west scale 1/100

scale 1/100

scale 1/100

scale 1/100

Section through market climax

Section through venue space



Structure

Plans
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Kitchen and restrooms

Kitchen and restrooms

Kitchen

Restrooms

Electricity 

Laundry and recycling

Construction on site scale 1/400

Common functions are based in the bottom    scale 1/200

Ground floor scale 1/200 scale 1/200Second floor

Elevation perspective
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Structural grid

Variations of balcony spaces scale 1/200

Structural detail scale 1/20

scale 1/400

scale 1/200 scale 1/200Third floor Roof floor


